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Brief History Of Israel And
The modern state of Israel was founded in May 1948 in the aftermath of the Holocaust and Second World War but the conflict that has
raged between Israelis and Palestinians since can be traced back ...
A brief history of the Israel-Palestinian conflict
With fears growing of a full-scale war between Israel and the Palestinians, here is a look at the West Bank and the Gaza Strip. The two
territories ...
A brief history since 1947
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Palestinian militant organisation formed in 1987 and dedicated to

liberation

labelled a terror group by some ...

Why do Israel and Hamas fight?
Israel and the Palestinian Islamist group Hamas are waging their most intense conflict in years. Here is a timeline of the some of the most
important events in many years of confrontation. 1987 - ...
Timeline - Hamas and Israel: a History of Confrontation
Gaza, one of the most densely populated places on the planet, has been sealed off from the outside world since the early 1990s. The
territory is predominantly inhabited by refugees and their ...
A brief history of the violence in Gaza
Fares Akram grew up in Gaza city. As a reporter for the Associated Press, he worked in the building that Israel destroyed with airstrikes.
"I Put On My Helmet. And I Ran." How One Journalist Experienced Israel's Destruction Of A Media Tower
After eight days of rocket attacks and retaliatory airstrikes, Israel s military is in the middle of a concerted effort to blow up more than
nine miles of alleged tunnels belonging to Hamas fighters ...
Today's D Brief: Hundreds die in Israeli strikes; Space Force CO fired; USAF s AI-powered drone; US military vs. segregation; And a bit
more.
My colleagues' shouts awakened me, and the pounding of my heart drowned out the racing of my mind. What was happening? Had
someone been injured on the streets of Gaza City, or worse?
DIARY: Shouts, a hurried evacuation, and then the bombs came
A top commander with the Islamic Jihad militant group has reportedly been killed in an Israeli airstike in Gaza. Hussam Abu Harbeed
death was confirmed by the Israeli military, according to Reuters, ...

s

Israel-Gaza live: Israeli warplanes unleash heavy airstrikes as Netanyahu vows to continue at full force
Israel s peace treaty with Lebanon ‒ signed in May 1983 ‒ was abrogated in 1984. Israeli forces remained deployed along the Awali
river line, under increasing attack from Hezbollah and Amal.
A Brief History of Israeli Interventionism in Lebanon
People visit the Natural History Museum in Vienna, capital of Austria, May 12, 2021. Museums in Vienna have reopened after Austria eased
its restrict measures. (Photo: Xinhua) An earthquake of ...
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World News in Brief: May 14
Rockets were fired at Israel from Syria, defence officials in Tel Aviv said on Friday evening as
across the country s southern border. The Israel Defence Forces ...

dozens

of people from Lebanon stormed

Israel news ‒ live: Rockets fired from Syria as pro-Palestinian protesters storm border from Lebanon
To understand the significance of HRW s unequivocal judgment about Israeli crimes against humanity, a brief history of the organization
and its approach to Israel is necessary. The group was ...
HRW report on Israel likely to cause more problems than it solves
DHS, DOJ Look to Spend Big on Countering Violent Domestic Extremism // Patrick Tucker: New money, new programs will fight what
officials described as a growing problem. Space Force Aims to Take on an ...
Today's D Brief: Pipeline, ransomed; Israel-Gaza fight intensifies; USAF looks past F-22; Service chiefs speak; And just a bit more.
Show" host Trevor Noah suggested Tuesday that Israel should not retaliate against Hamas terrorist attacks, likening the conflict to a
teenager fighting back against his annoying little brothers.
Trevor Noah suggests Israel shouldn't retaliate against Hamas attacks because it's not 'a fair fight'
The Mount Hermon tragedy Thursday, in which at least 45 people were killed during a Lag Ba Omer celebration in Israel, is an unusual
event in modern Jewish history ... Here is a brief overview ...
Mount Meron part of history of deadly religious stampedes
We deeply value the friendship of the Polish people but we can
Israel s upcoming elections. He harshly criticized Prime ...

t in any way allow the revision of history.

Bennett also addressed

Political leaders brief Conference of Presidents Israel mission
UN correspondent Ian Williams provides a brief history of both Republican and Democratic administrations' sycophantic relations with
Israel and how this relationship affects U.S. policies toward ...
Expert Speakers to Discuss Israel, its U.S. Lobby and Apartheid April 17 & 24
After US President Joe Biden made only brief mention of Iran s nuclear program during his first speech to Congress, Israel
to the US Gilad Erdan said Thursday that Jerusalem will ...

s Ambassador

Israel s ambassador to the US: We won t be bound by Iran deal
Israel and the Palestinian Islamist group Hamas are waging their most intense conflict in years. Here is a timeline of the some of the most
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important events in many years of confrontation. We ...
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